• The goal of stereo matching is to determine disparities (the displacement between the positions of the two points, Z).
If we obtain an accurate disparity map, we can recover the correct 3-D scene information.
Stereo Vision Paradigm and Location computing algorithm
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R ll St M t hi Al ith Recall Stereo Matching Algorithm
It can be classified into two approaches It can be classified into two approaches.
Local Approach:
Disparities are determined by comparing the intensity values in local Disparities are determined by comparing the intensity values in local windows by some measures such as SAD, SSD, and Birchfield-Tomasi measure. Alth h th f t th h diffi lti i bt i i t Although they are fast, they have difficulties in obtaining an accurate disparity map due to some intrinsic difficulties including the noise and choosing appropriate window size problems. Better to use global approach
Global Approach:
Exchanging data between multiple samples. Apply the smoothness constraint that reflects the smoothly varying surface assumption. p
k Problems of Previous Works
Originally, Monte-Carlo (MC) method is used since it's the most Originally, Monte Carlo (MC) method is used since it s the most primitive sampling based method (it generates samples from a given target distribution or to integrate functions in high dimensional space f l h h bl for energy minimization to solve the stereo matching problem). But there is a problem to apply to vision applications as an optimizer, which takes infinitely long time which takes infinitely long time.
Thus to resolve these problems Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) Thus, to resolve these problems, Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods had been tried (a new sample is drawn from the previous sample with a local transition probability, based on the Markov chain). But there is also a problem since most MCMC methods allow only local moves in a large solution space, it still takes very long time to reach the global optimum global optimum.
P bl f P i W k Problems of Previous Works
To overcome the limitations of MCMC methods as an optimizer To overcome the limitations of MCMC methods as an optimizer, Swendsen-Wang Cuts, SWC, was proposed. Advantages over the previous methods are : g p
Bigger local moves are possible than in previous methods while maintaining the detailed balance. SWC uses Simulated Annealing (SA) to find the global optimum.
Although SWC allows bigger local moves, a very slow annealing process is needed to approach the global optimum with probability 1 process is needed to approach the global optimum with probability 1. This is an apparent drawback of SWC. Therefore we need a faster annealing process for real vision Therefore, we need a faster annealing process for real vision applications. However, fast annealing does not always guarantee the global optimum and the samples are often trapped in local optima. • To apply to the stereo matching problem, we design two effective 2-D mutation and crossover (Genetic Algorithm) moves among multiple chains to explore a high dimensional state space ffi i tl efficiently.
• Pop-MCMC generates multiple chains in parallel with different temperatures, and exchanges information among them to accelerate h h ll l the mixing rate (the Parallel Tempering , PT)
• PT aims to overcome the problems of single process MCMC using a Metropolis-Hastings update, which has low mixing rate. The basic p g p g idea of PT is to simulate multiple replicas of the original system in parallel at a series of different temperatures, and swap the fi i i h M li H i i i configurations with a Metropolis-Hastings criterion.
P d C t Proposed Concepts
• The target distribution of the ith chain is • The idea of PT is illustrated below Mean color similarity value is between ½ and 1 (when 2 neighboring segments have similar intensities, it is closer to 1) B i t l th l ti ff t f t hi d By varying , we can control the relative effect of matching and smoothness cost. 
Segment-Based Stereo Energy Model
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For each pixel, we calculate the initial disparity by using SAD and WTA, 5. For each pixel, we calculate the initial disparity by using SAD and WTA, using these initial disparities, we fit a plane for each segment. Thus, the eq. of a plane in 3D-space is as where x and y are the coordinates of a pixel d(x,y) is its disparity We can find c1,c2,c3 from a least squares solution of above eq. 8. Outlier disparities are initially detected and removed by a disparity crosschecking method.
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O fi d th l t f th id tif tli 9. Once we find the plane parameters, we can further identify more outlier disparities that are not close to the fitted plane.
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Segment-Based Stereo Energy Model
10 For those outlier disparities pixels, we re-estimate the correct disparities 10. For those outlier disparities pixels, we re estimate the correct disparities by confining the search range to be small near the fitted plane.
11. The least squares method is repeated to update parameters c1,c2,c3 based on the modified disparities.
12. Next, above plane fitting process is repeated for each segment and newly f d l dd d li found planes are added to a list. 13 . After that, each segment is assigned to a plane in the list that has lowest C SEG value C SEG value.
14. Then, we group the segments assigned to the same plane. 15. And, for each group, the above plane fitting is repeated to improve the , g p, p g p p plane accuracy.
16. At last, we'll have the final list of the planes to use.
P MCMC Pop-MCMC
1 Given a target probability distribution 1. Given a target probability distribution 2. Aim is to find the state X where the probability is maximized. 3. In Pop-MCMC, we draw multiple samples from multiple chains at the same time with respect to the following distributions.
where T i is the temperature of ith chain 4. Each sample from each chain is chromosome, which interacts with each other helps perform global moves. interacts with each other helps perform global moves.
Algorithm Flow Chart U = random number between 0-1 Q m = mutation rate
Algorithm Flow Chart
Note:
By varying Qm, we can control the rates between the global move (crossover) and local move ( ) (mutation).
If a large number of chains are d Q i ll t t ll used, Qm is usually set to a small value for faster convergence.
The three moves are repeatedly performed and samples are generated at each iteration. Proper Qm can be chosen due to the given problem model or number of chains For ex if a Proper Qm can be chosen due to the given problem, model, or number of chains. For ex, if a large number of chains are used, Qm is usually set to a small value for faster convergence. 
